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Vibrates and plays 6 songs!
Lighted Musical Tunes provides a total multi-sensory experience.
Just activate the large 7" textured orange switch plate to experience
bright lights and soft vibration while listening to six high-fidelity
songs: Rock, Classical, Easy Listening, Latin, New Age & Western.
Each song is about 45-50 seconds long. It has adjustable volume
control and the vibration can be turned off if desired. Great for
teaching cause and effect. Size: 10"L x 10"W x 2¾"H. Requires 6 AA
Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.

4. There is also a Vibration feature, to feel vibration when the
orange switch plate is activated set the Vibration On/Off switch
located on the bottom of the unit to On. Turn Off when not in use.
5. When you are finished using the Lighted Musical Tunes turn the
On/Off/Volume switch to Off, this will prevent false activation and
help conserve battery power. Leaving it set to On will drain the
batteries out completely in a short amount of time.
Troubleshooting:
Troubleshooting:

Operation:
1. The Lighted Musical Tunes requires 6AA batteries. Use alkaline
batteries only (e.g. Duracell or Energizer brand). Do not use
rechargeable batteries or any other type of batteries because
they supply lower voltage and the unit will not perform properly.
Never mix old and new batteries together or different brands or
types together.
2. To install the batteries turn the unit over, using a Philips Head
screwdriver remove screws and covers. Install AA batteries
following proper (+) & (-) battery placement. Replace battery
covers and screws. Turn the Lighted Musical Tune’s
On/Off/Volume switch ON and adjust the volume to an auditable
level.
3. Pressing down on the large orange switch plate will illuminate the
plate along with the accompanying upbeat music. Each time you
press the switch the music will change. The light will stay on as
long as the plate is depressed, the music will play while the plate
is depressed but will stop when it reaches the end of the song.
To start playing the next song, release the plate and press down
again. Once the switch is released the Lighted Musical Tunes will
stop

Problem: The Lighted Musical Tunes does not work when my switch is
activated.
Action #1: Make sure that you press all connections firmly together.
Any gaps may interrupt electrical connection.
Action #2: Make sure batteries are fresh.
Problem: The Lighted Musical Tunes works intermittently.
Action: Replace the batteries in the Lighted Musical Tunes.
Care of Unit:
The Lighted Musical Tunes can be wiped clean with any mild
household multi-purpose, non-abrasive cleaner and disinfectant. We
recommend Simple Green, which is a non toxic biodegradable allpurpose cleaner.
Do not submerge the unit in any fluids, as it will damage the
contents and the electrical components.
Do not use abrasive cleaners,
cleaners as they will scratch the surface of
the unit.
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